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Chapter 1 : About Your Privacy on this Site
Everybody wishes that holidays could last forever - and with Creating Vacation Scrapbook Pages, they can! Preserving
the memories of a trip lets people revisit those special places and times over and over again.

LinkedIn Photos are memories made permanent. In our current culture, printed photos are not as popular as
they used to be. TravelingMom has partnered with The Imaging Alliance to encourage everyone to print their
photos and preserve their memories. Our step by step guide will walk you through the process of turning your
printed photo pile into a beautiful Disney photo book. Capture those Disney memories and then print them
out! Thanks for your support. The planning, saving, and preparing make the build-up to the trip that much
more exciting. Of course, capturing the memories to keep for years to come are equally as important as the trip
itself. Print those photos and turn them into a Disney photo book. How to Make a Disney Photo Book First,
and possibly most obviously, in order to make a photo book, you need to actually have said photos. In our
current cultural climate, almost everyone has a device with a camera. Not just a phone with a camera, but
occasionally an iPod or tablet or other similar devices on which one can take photos. Use it to capture
everything! It does not have to be a big, heavy DSLR. A lightweight point and shoot camera will take capture
great Disney memories just as easily. Using a real camera once in a while can make a big difference in photo
quality. Sarah Gilliland, Twins TravelingMom Whatever kind of camera you have, be it a device camera or a
physical camera, use it! At Disneyland, PhotoPass photo downloads can be purchased individually or are
included with the purchase of MaxPass. I know how this sounds. When was the last time you held a physical
photo in your hands? Because of the nature of my business , I hardly ever print my photos. I rely on the use of
social media and electronic devices to share the images I capture. Printing social media photos is so easy with
the HP Sprocket. There is always a chance my photos could become corrupted or accidentally deleted.
Printing them, and putting them in a photo book, is just another way to ensure my Disney memories last for a
long time. Choosing the Right Photo Book Photos are printed and ready, but now what do you do? My family
often loves to pick out a photography souvenir while we are at the Disney parks. We love buying a Disney
Photo Book to commemorate our vacation. If you chose the simple route, simply insert photos into the sleeves
provided. As soon as you insert your photo, use the space often provided below to write down exactly who,
what, when, and where is happening in the said photo. Writing it down right away preserves the memory
before it gets forgotten! Disney photo books are so personal. Some will want to add flourishes to every page.
My twins like to help me sometimes by adding stickers, glitter or other fun embellishments to the pages.
Personalize your book by making it as simple or as complicated as you desire. Photo books come in all shapes
and sizes, and some are perfect for social media snapshots. Sarah Gilliland, Twins TravelingMom However
you choose to capture and preserve your Disney memories, we at TravelingMom encourage you to print those
photos! Having a physical book of Disney memories to browse through is an invaluable way to preserve your
legacy for future generations. More Disney Vacation Tips.
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Chapter 2 : Travel Scrapbooking
Everybody wishes that vacations could last forever--and with Creating Vacation Scrapbook Pages, they can! Preserving
the memories of a trip lets people revisit those special places and times over and over again. Compiling more than
outstanding travel pages created by a range of scrapbookers.

Pinterest Vacation scrapbooking offers a unique creative challenge, primarily due to the volume of photos
taken on a trip. The transition to digital, and then mobile, photography has only accelerated the pace of
amateur pic-snapping. Guideposts for Vacation Scrapbooking In the episode I outlined three guideposts to
simplify the process of scrapbooking a vacation. Choose images from multiple scales, from small details to the
broader landscape, that add context to the relationships represented. Find Your Perfect Fit â€” Vacations can
be incorporated into your ongoing scrapbooks or documented with a separate project. You get to choose which
works best for you right now. Know Your Priorities â€” Starting a new project might mean that another
project is put on hold or stopped. Make sure to consider how scrapbooking your vacation fits into your overall
plans. Vacation Scrapbooking Project Ideas The best approach for your project fills you will creative
excitement and fits your needs in this season of life. The large range of options today means that finding a fun
and practical project is nearly certain. Layouts Layouts are of course the traditional format in scrapbooking. A
vacation can be documented with a single layout, an entire album, or something in between. Pocket Page
Insert Pocket pages, including Project Life products, offer an alternative to layouts that can be quicker to
design. From a special insert to an entire album of pages, the pocket format also offers a natural solution for
memorabilia-rich projects. Photo Book Photo books make an excellent choice for photo-intensive projects by
further simplifying the creative experience. They make it easier to include more photos on a single page and
the repetition can add substantial ease to the process. Get step-by-step instructions for this photo book inside
of The Finishing Project , one of the classes exclusively available with Simple Scrapper membership. Ongoing
Album Independent of the chosen format, an ongoing album for your vacations or a specific type of vacation
is worth considering. It creates an opportunity to deeply explore a style or format beyond your typical routine.
A photo collage can sometimes capture an adventure in just the right way. In the recording I share my tips for
what to do before, during, and after your trip to streamline the scrapbooking process. Above all though, I
recommend intentionally staying in the present moment in order to best absorb details and begin to mentally
identify the themes of this journey. We all sometimes need the reminder to stay part of the story instead of just
a witness to it. Which Supplies to Bring â€” The items you bring along on a trip will vary by your mode of
travel and how much you intent to create while away from home. Think through each idea that sounds fun and
test it for practicality. The quantity of photos taken on a vacation is what governs the complexity and
challenges of scrapbooking them. Thus, the most important step in the creative process is importing your
photos and beginning to sort them. How have you scrapbooked a big adventure? Share your favorite
approaches in the comments.
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Chapter 3 : Essential Guide to Scrapbooking Your Summer Trips and Vacations - Simple Scrapper
If you can't find the perfect scrapbook album, create it. We took a plain album with removable pages, covered it with
cloth, and added a decorative label and custom pages.

January 5, DIY: Travel Scrapbook It has been around 8 years since I bought my last token snow globe
souvenir. Thus, I started a travel scrapbook. But rather than buy one from the shop and fill in the blanks, I
found it much more rewarding to make it from scratch, so here is a complete DIY so that you can make your
own too! Decorations stickers, and plenty of them! The Cover Now it cannot be stressed enough how
important the cover image is. This image you create should inspire you to go on new adventures keep your
scrapbook somewhere you can see it each day , as well as remind you of your fondest travel memory. For me,
that was a road trip through Arizona with my boyfriend in the early days of dating each other. We were both in
the USA at the same time by chance, so met up in the midst of our schedules and went on a four day road trip
through the length of Arizona. The image chosen is a shot of the grand canyon, with my feet lifted into frame
to remind me every day of what that moment felt likeâ€¦ bliss! Be sure to pimp out your cover with loads of
textures, glittery bits and piecesâ€¦ whatever makes it look snazzy. As a travel blogger this is quite a funny
task deciding what to leave out rather than what to include , but I managed to nail it down to a handful of trips
to start off with â€” those that were most important to me thus far in my life. As you can see in the image
above, I even included some photo booth snaps with my mum, when she came over to Europe to visit me at
my apartment in Berlin. She had never been to Europe before so it was a really special trip for her, and a
special trip for me to be a part of. After a few days in Berlin when ventured onwards to Stockholm, Sweden,
and finally Prague, Czech Republic, before travelling by train back to Berlin. I wanted to show her a couple
highlights of Europe but with so little time I was restricted to cities, so I picked Prague an old favourite and
Stockholm somewhere I had never been â€” so somewhere we could explore together. Find my address here. I
also found some cute little post it notes in the style of old mail, which I glued throughout my photos to write a
quote or memory with a sharpie pen. This whole process was really fun because it allowed me to relive so
many trips I have taken over the past couple of yearsâ€¦ it reminded me how thankful I am to be able to see the
world and share it here on my blog! Glue it all in! I decided to back each page inside a clear pocket sheet with
a colourful card of paper to give it a little more life and then glued my images and stuck my stickers on there.
After all your bits and pieces are in place be sure to write a word or two to highlight how you felt in that
moment! Also remember that this is just the beginningâ€¦ you can keep on filling your travel scrapbook after
each and every trip with new moments you have collected on your travels!
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Chapter 4 : Creating Vacation Scrapbook Pages by Memory Makers
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Creating Vacation Scrapbook Pages: How to Preserve Your Travel
Photos and Memorabilia at www.nxgvision.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

City visits yield lots of photos and stories. Read on for ideas for scrapbooking your travels to cities. Combine
nighttime and daytime scenes. Each time I visit the city, these are the places I frequent with my boys. Show
city streets with your loved ones walking them. This time, he had a conference in San Juan,Puerto Rico. On
the day shown here, we wandered up and down the streets of Old San Juan. I wanted to capture the narrow
cobblestone street lined with cars and colorful houses. So I stepped back, as my husband and son continued
walking, to snap this photo. The colorful buildings, palm trees, and sunshine reminded me of San Juan. I used
a journal stencil to draw lines on the page and then painted them with acrylic paint to form a background. The
bright flowers are reminiscent of those I saw in the city. Everything about this page reminds me of the sights
we saw and the fun we had that day. Pink Paislee,Creative Memories; glitter glue: Scrapbook your city during
special events. We walked around taking in the sights weeks after the event. My men folk had taken in some
games but the sounds of the vuvuzelas put me off. This was a perfect day; the weather was amazing; the city
was quiet on that Sunday morning, and we ambled around taking in the sights and appreciating the natural
beauty that our hometown has to offer. The chalked alpha was in the main kit and the paper behind the title
looked slightly like a soccer net so I recoloured it â€” making it darker to show off the title better. The subject
of the page is a real-life meetup of online friends on Jubilee day in London. Hence, I wanted my page to
reflect the special moment. I used feathers in three coloursâ€”white, blue and redâ€”to represent the colours of
the British flag. They were great embellishments for a page was made to reflect the Jubilee moment and the
excitement of meeting up with online friends. Double Decker; Tangie Baxter: Flora Finery; Pink Reptile
Designs: Scrapbook an iconic sight and journal about your visit to it. While Debbie took many photos of the
sculpture, she chose one shot of it to feature on this page. A small square close-up of her sons at the spot
reminds her of how old they were at the time â€” and triggers other memories of the day. Scrapbook the
wide-angle view of a city. After a delicious meal we drove around and found an excellent spot for my husband
to get good shots of the city. This visit was too brief â€” we would love to come back sometime for a longer
stay! To make this layout, I took my cue from the photo and went with a more muted and neutral color palette,
so my product choices would not overpower the picture. Kansas City by Sue Althouse Supplies: American
Crafts; Patterned Paper: Echo Park, Studio Calico; Alphabets: Use a few random shots to record a day in a
frequently-visited city. Record the day by taking a few shots with your camera phone and including them on a
page with journaling that tells about the day. The bears in the store window were odd; Newbury Comics is a
favorite stop for her sons; and West Side Story was the play they saw that day. A casual blocked design with
bits of patterned papers and stamped words pulls helps create an eclectic look that goes with the eclectic
collection of photos. Evoke the sense of a city with your product choices. I cannot wait to return. I tried to
create a page that had the shabby chic feel of many of the boutiques we visited during our stay, using supplies
that reflect all the hidden trinkets waiting to be discovered around every corner. Also, I added a layer above
my photo, and used a soft brush to color the sky and my jacket to complement the colors on my page. I set the
blending mode to soft light. Merge shots of a city with digital photo masks. We spent hours wandering the
charming plazas, enjoying the beautiful beaches, and soaking up the fabulous history of this mystic city, also
home to Casa Kimberley, the one time residence of Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton. I replicated and
clipped the photo layer to each mask layer of the template causing the varying photo opacities. Most of the
elements are part of the template. The colors of the sky were achieved with masks and clipped paper adding to
the mystic feel of Puerto Vallarta. Artsy Layered Template No. Use one shot to tell the story of a city outing.
We attended a music festivalâ€”it was an outdoor venue smack-dab in the middle of the city. The skyscrapers
made for an awesome atmosphere for the great music we heard all day long. It was pretty chilly most of the
dayâ€”but the sun came out for a little while and looked beautiful bouncing off the glass buildings that
surrounded us. Collect pictures of signs from the city you visited on one page. Whether you took photos of
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building and street signs purposefully or have them in the backgrounds of posed photos, crop and combine to
combine them to paint an overall picture of the city. The Traveler by River Rose; Scrapbook a city with
Instagram-styled photos. Studio Calico, Crate Paper; Letters: Smash, Studio Calico; Mist: Scrapbook souvenir
shopping in the city. A themed digital kit provided the right accents for the page. With a cluster of four busy
photos, she kept the accents minimal, using two strips of patterned paper and a couple of embellishments. The
embellishment cluster is balanced by the titlework with repetitions of yellow in each. Shopping in Chinatown
by Debbie Hodge Supplies:
Chapter 5 : How to Make Homemade Scrapbooks: 14 Steps (with Pictures)
Creating vacation scrapbook pages.. [Memory Makers Books (Firm);] -- Whether you've got your sights set on a new
travel destination or are looking to scrapbook your past adventures, scrapbooking your vacation is a trip for the
imagination.

Chapter 6 : 12 Ideas for Scrapbooking Travel To Cities
Vacation Scrapbook Travel scrapbook pages Disney Scrapbook Scrapbook Cards Scrapbook Templates Scrapbook
Sketches SCRAPBOOK PAGE LAYOUTS Digital Scrapbooking Layouts Scrapbook/ Paper Crafts Forward One of the
first digital scrapbooking templates I created - I used it.

Chapter 7 : How to Make a Disney Photo Book - Traveling Mom
By creating vacation scrapbooking layouts, you can revisit those wonderful trips you've taken recently or years ago
whenever you flip through these pages. When I dug through my photo boxes, and scrapbooked on my past vacations,
memories of those days sprung sharply to mind.

Chapter 8 : 35 Great Scrapbook Ideas and Albums | Martha Stewart
Creating Vacation Scrapbook Pages-Great book/ideas! I saw this book at my local library and fell in love with it! It has
plenty of ideas for all types of vacation scrapbook pages and for where ever you plan to or have vacationed!

Chapter 9 : DIY: Travel Scrapbook | WORLD OF WANDERLUST
This guide gives readers everything they need to create a vivid, lasting scrapbook including: pages of fresh, creative
ideas, complete with eye-catching photos and quality journaling, detailed steps illustrating various scrapbooking
techniques and lists of photos and memorabilia from a variety.
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